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Apple Mac OS 9.2.1
Apple has quietyly released Mac OS 9.2.1 –a free update to users of Mac OS 9.1 and 9.2. The new
OS updates various components to their latest version and provides better Classic environment
when using Mac OS X. At this point, the only compelling reason to move to 9.2.1 is if you
bought a new Quicksilver G4 with 9.2 already on it or are already using Mac OS X. We
recommend consulting us before installing this update.
http://www.info.Apple.com/validate/agree.taf?item=921&lang=&geo=us

FileMaker Pro Server 5.5
FileMaker has brought out the second Mac OS X ready compnonent of the FileMaker Pro suite.
FileMaker Pro Server 5.5 can run on Mac OS 8.1->9.x, Mac OS X, Linux and Windows computers
and offers performance improvements as well as plug-in subscription capabilities for FM Pro 5.5
clients.
http://www.filemaker.com/products/fms_home.html

Markzware FlightCheck Classic 4.1.2
FlightCheck Classic 4.1.2 is the latest version of Markzware's preflighting software. It now
handles MS Word and PageMaker 7, has new controls for application generated clipping paths,
ICC Profile usage, Postscript Color Space Management and Ink Density (highest pixel value in
rasterized TIFF or EPS images), plus other improvements. FlightCheck 4.1.2 is priced at $399 US;
upgrades from any version are $99 US. FlightCheck Collect is also available at a lower price.
http://www.markzware.com/prodcut/flightcheck.html
http://www.markzware.com/prodcut/collect.html

Iomegaware 3.0.4
Iomega has updated its utility software to fix the DOS formatting bug and provide support for
the new Peerless drives. The full Tools and a more simple driver-only download are available.
The full installer may delete other Iomega software from your disk. So, call before installing.
http://www.iomega.com/software/reg/en_reg_ioware3mac.html
http://www.iomega.com/software/reg/en_reg_macdriver.html

Free Digital Design Buddy
This nifty free utility for designers came to my attention recently. It offers a proportion calcuator,
decimal equivalents, folding/imposition diagrams and much, much more. And hey, its free!
http://www.lakegroupsoftware.com/DigitalDesignBuddy.html
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